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自己紹介

• 科学研究のメイン: ブラックホールのX線観測

• 全波長データも必要

• 最近ではすばるHSCサーベイとX線を組み合わせた
サーベイで、何か特徴的でおもしろいAGNなどをさ
がす、など



今日の内容

1. X線観測のアーカイブデータ

2. X線源カタログ

3. ソフト、較正データ、マニュアルの管理

おもに位置決定精度がよく光赤外の観測と組み合わせやすい
ChandraとXMM-Newtonを例にお話します。



1. X線観測のアーカイブデータ

• X線の観測データ: イベントリスト

• 一つ一つの光子について(t, x, y, E)が記録されている　　       

(一部宇宙線などのバックグラウンドイベントあり)

• 検出器上の位置、エネルギー帯、時間帯を自由に選んで、
画像/スペクトル/光度曲線を作ることができる

• 視野内のすべての天体に対して解析可能
• 観測PIのデータ(視野内全部)占有期間は1年
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(iii)(ii) (iv)(i)

Fig. 4. a) Examples of typical 2XMM EPIC images (north is up). From left to right: (i) medium bright point source; (ii) deep field observation;
(iii) shallow field observation with small extended sources; (iv) distant galaxy cluster.

(i) (ii) (iii)

(v) (vi) (vii) (viii)

(iv)

Fig. 4. b) Examples of variation in astrophysical content of 2XMM observations (north is up); in most of these extreme cases the source detection
is problematic. Top row, from left to right: (i) bright extended emission from a galaxy cluster; (ii) emission from a spiral galaxy which includes
point sources and extended emission; (iii) very bright extended emission from a SNR; (iv) filamentary diffuse emission. Second row: (v) complex
field near the Galactic Centre with diffuse and compact extended emission; (vi) two medium-sized galaxy clusters; (vii) complex field of a star
cluster; (viii) bright point source, off-centre.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Fig. 4. c) Examples of instrumental artefacts causing spurious source detection (north is up). From left to right: (i) bright source with pileup and
OOT events; (ii) very bright point source showing obvious pileup, shadows from the mirror spider, and scattered light from the RGA; (iii) the PSF
wings of a bright source spread beyond the unused central CCD causing a brightening of the edges on the surrounding CCDs (which may not be
well represented in the background map); (iv) obvious noisy CCDs for MOS1 (CCD#4) and for MOS2 (CCD#5) to the top right; (v) numerous
and bright single reflections from a bright point source outside the FOV, with a star cluster to the left. See Appendix A for terminology.

calibration files for any given observation was selected based
on the observation date). Of 5628 available observations, 5484
were successfully processed. These included public as well as
(at that time) proprietary datasets (the data selection for 2XMM
observations is discussed in Sect. 3.1). The complete results of

the processing have been made available through the XSA. The
new system incorporated significant processing improvements
in terms of the quality and number of products, as described be-
low. The remainder of this section details those aspects of the
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Table 5. Event selection for source products.

pn MOS

PATTERNa: ≤4 ≤12
FLAGa for spectra: FLAG = 0 (FLAG & 0xfffffeff) = 0
FLAGa for time-series: (FLAG & 0xfffffef) = 0 (FLAG & 0x766ba000) = 0
energy range: 0.2b−12 keV 0.2b−12 keV
GTIs for spectra: instrumental and background flare GTIs instrumental and background flare GTIs
GTIs for time-series: instrumental GTIs instrumental GTIs
GTIs for variability test: merged instrumental and background flare GTIs merged instrumental and background flare GTIs

a Column in the event lists; b the range 0.2−0.35 keV is set to bad in the spectra.

detection likelihood for the respective camera was ≥15. The de-
cision whether to extract products for a source was based solely
on it meeting these extraction criteria in the (merged) exposures
used in source detection (Sect. 4.4). However, products for quali-
fying sources were subsequently extracted for all exposures (i.e.,
imaging event lists) of an observation that adhered to the general
exposure selection criteria given in Sect. 4.1 (i.e., items 1−7).

Table 5 shows the event selection criteria for the extraction
of the source products. Instrumental GTIs (stored in the event
list) are always applied, while GTIs for masking out high back-
ground flaring (see Sect. 4.3) were only applied to spectra and
the variability tests. Source data were extracted from a circular
region of radius r = 28′′, centred on the detected source position,
while the background extraction region was a co-centred annu-
lus with 60′′ ≤ r ≤ 180′′. Circular apertures of radius r = 60′′
were masked from the background region for any contaminating
detection with a likelihood >15 for that camera. These values
represent a compromise choice for data extraction by avoiding
the additional complexity required to implement a variable ex-
traction radius optimised for each source. Note that the use of
an aperture-photometry background subtraction procedure here
differs from the use of the background maps applied at the de-
tection stage.

5.1. Spectra

For each source meeting the extraction criteria, the pipeline
created the following spectrum-related products: 1) a
source+background spectrum (grouped to 20 ct/spectral-
bin) and a corresponding background-subtracted XSPEC
(Dorman & Arnaud 2001) generated plot; 2) a background
spectrum; 3) an auxiliary response file (ARF). Energies below
0.35 keV are considered to be unreliable for the MOS due
to low sensitivity and for the pn due to the low-energy noise
(in particular at the edges of the detector) and, as such, were
marked as “bad” in XSPEC terminology. Data around the Cu
fluorescence line for the pn (7.875 keV ≤ E ≤ 8.225 keV)
were also marked “bad”. The publicly available “canned”16

RMF associated with each spectrum is conveyed by a header
keyword. Some examples of the diversity of source spectra
contained amongst the source-specific spectral products are
shown in Fig. 6.

5.2. Time-series

Light curves for a given source were created with a common
bin-width (per observation) that was an integer multiple of 10 s

16 Pre-computed for the instrument, mode, event pattern selection and
approximate detector location of the source.
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Fig. 6. Examples of auto-extracted 2XMM spectra. Sources are
serendipitous objects and spectra are taken from the EPIC pn unless
otherwise stated. Panels: a) a typical extragalactic source (Seyfert I
galaxy); b) line-rich spectrum of a localised region in the Tycho su-
pernova remnant (target); c) MOS2 spectrum of a stellar coronal source
(target; H II 1384, Briggs & Pye 2003), described by two-component
thermal spectrum; d) spectrum of the hot intra-cluster gas in a galaxy
cluster at z = 0.29 (Kotov et al. 2006); e) heavily absorbed, hard X-ray
spectrum of the Galactic binary IGR J16318-4848 (target; Ibarra et al.
2007); f) spectrum of a super-soft source with oxygen line emission at
∼0.57 keV; g) a relatively faint source showing a two-component spec-
trum; h) source with power-law spectrum strongly attenuated at low
energies and with a notable red-shifted iron line feature around 6 keV.

(minimum width 10 s), determined by the requirement to have
at least 18 ct/bin for pn and at least 5 ct/bin for MOS for the
exposures used in source detection. All light curves of a given
source within an XMM-Newton observation are referenced to a
common epoch for ease of comparison.

The light curves themselves can include data taken during
periods of background flaring because background subtraction
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Table 5. Event selection for source products.

pn MOS

PATTERNa: ≤4 ≤12
FLAGa for spectra: FLAG = 0 (FLAG & 0xfffffeff) = 0
FLAGa for time-series: (FLAG & 0xfffffef) = 0 (FLAG & 0x766ba000) = 0
energy range: 0.2b−12 keV 0.2b−12 keV
GTIs for spectra: instrumental and background flare GTIs instrumental and background flare GTIs
GTIs for time-series: instrumental GTIs instrumental GTIs
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a Column in the event lists; b the range 0.2−0.35 keV is set to bad in the spectra.

detection likelihood for the respective camera was ≥15. The de-
cision whether to extract products for a source was based solely
on it meeting these extraction criteria in the (merged) exposures
used in source detection (Sect. 4.4). However, products for quali-
fying sources were subsequently extracted for all exposures (i.e.,
imaging event lists) of an observation that adhered to the general
exposure selection criteria given in Sect. 4.1 (i.e., items 1−7).

Table 5 shows the event selection criteria for the extraction
of the source products. Instrumental GTIs (stored in the event
list) are always applied, while GTIs for masking out high back-
ground flaring (see Sect. 4.3) were only applied to spectra and
the variability tests. Source data were extracted from a circular
region of radius r = 28′′, centred on the detected source position,
while the background extraction region was a co-centred annu-
lus with 60′′ ≤ r ≤ 180′′. Circular apertures of radius r = 60′′
were masked from the background region for any contaminating
detection with a likelihood >15 for that camera. These values
represent a compromise choice for data extraction by avoiding
the additional complexity required to implement a variable ex-
traction radius optimised for each source. Note that the use of
an aperture-photometry background subtraction procedure here
differs from the use of the background maps applied at the de-
tection stage.

5.1. Spectra

For each source meeting the extraction criteria, the pipeline
created the following spectrum-related products: 1) a
source+background spectrum (grouped to 20 ct/spectral-
bin) and a corresponding background-subtracted XSPEC
(Dorman & Arnaud 2001) generated plot; 2) a background
spectrum; 3) an auxiliary response file (ARF). Energies below
0.35 keV are considered to be unreliable for the MOS due
to low sensitivity and for the pn due to the low-energy noise
(in particular at the edges of the detector) and, as such, were
marked as “bad” in XSPEC terminology. Data around the Cu
fluorescence line for the pn (7.875 keV ≤ E ≤ 8.225 keV)
were also marked “bad”. The publicly available “canned”16

RMF associated with each spectrum is conveyed by a header
keyword. Some examples of the diversity of source spectra
contained amongst the source-specific spectral products are
shown in Fig. 6.

5.2. Time-series

Light curves for a given source were created with a common
bin-width (per observation) that was an integer multiple of 10 s

16 Pre-computed for the instrument, mode, event pattern selection and
approximate detector location of the source.
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Fig. 6. Examples of auto-extracted 2XMM spectra. Sources are
serendipitous objects and spectra are taken from the EPIC pn unless
otherwise stated. Panels: a) a typical extragalactic source (Seyfert I
galaxy); b) line-rich spectrum of a localised region in the Tycho su-
pernova remnant (target); c) MOS2 spectrum of a stellar coronal source
(target; H II 1384, Briggs & Pye 2003), described by two-component
thermal spectrum; d) spectrum of the hot intra-cluster gas in a galaxy
cluster at z = 0.29 (Kotov et al. 2006); e) heavily absorbed, hard X-ray
spectrum of the Galactic binary IGR J16318-4848 (target; Ibarra et al.
2007); f) spectrum of a super-soft source with oxygen line emission at
∼0.57 keV; g) a relatively faint source showing a two-component spec-
trum; h) source with power-law spectrum strongly attenuated at low
energies and with a notable red-shifted iron line feature around 6 keV.

(minimum width 10 s), determined by the requirement to have
at least 18 ct/bin for pn and at least 5 ct/bin for MOS for the
exposures used in source detection. All light curves of a given
source within an XMM-Newton observation are referenced to a
common epoch for ease of comparison.

The light curves themselves can include data taken during
periods of background flaring because background subtraction
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usually successfully removes its effects. However, in testing for
potential variability, to minimise the risk of false variability trig-
gers, only data bins that lay wholly inside both instrument GTIs
and GTIs reflecting periods of non-flaring background were
used.

Two simple variability tests were applied to the separate light
curves: 1) a Fast Fourier Transform and 2) a χ2-test against a
null hypothesis of constancy. While other approaches, e.g., the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, maximum-likelihood methods, and
Bayesian methods are potentially more sensitive, the χ2-test was
chosen here as being a simple, robust indicator of variability. The
fundamental formula for χ2 is

χ2 =
∑

i

(yi − Yi)2

σ2
i

,

where yi is the ith data value, Yi the model at this point, and σi
the uncertainty. In the present case, the model Yi, which incor-
porates the null hypothesis that the source flux is constant over
time, is constructed as follows:

Yi = fsrc,i Asrc ∆t [φsrc + φbkg,i], (3)

where fi are exposure values, A is the collecting area, ∆t is
the time-series bin duration, and φ is a (bin-averaged) “flux” in
counts per unit time per unit area.

The problem now is that a priori the expectation values φbkg,i
for the background time-series is not known – they must be
estimated, with as low an uncertainty as possible, by forming
a background time-series in an (ideally) fairly large area which
is sufficiently far from the source to avoid cross-contamination.
Also, the average source flux φsrc is not known, which must also
be estimated from the (necessarily noisy) data at hand. After
some algebra it can be shown that the best estimate for Yi is
given by

Y′i =
fsrc,i

Σ j fsrc, j

N∑

j=1

(
y j −

Asrc

Abkg

fsrc, j

fbkg, j
b j

)
+

Asrc

Abkg

fsrc,i

fbkg,i
bi, (4)

where bi are the measured background counts. The first term of
Eq. (3) represents a constant, unweighted time-average of the
background-subtracted source counts, derived from the whole
light curve, while the second term reflects the background ex-
pected in the source aperture for time-bin, i.

The σ values in the χ2 sum present a problem. In the Pearson
formula appropriate to Poissonian data, σ2

i is set to Yi. If we
simply substitute Y′i for Yi here, the resulting χ2 values are found
via Monte Carlo trials to be somewhat too large. This is because
the use of the random background variate bi in Eq. (4) introduces
extra variance into the numerators of the sum. A formula for σ
which takes this into account is

σ2
i = Y′i +

(
Asrc

Abkg

fsrc,i

fbkg,i

)2

bi·

For each exposure used, the pipeline generated a background-
subtracted source time-series and the corresponding background
time-series (corrected for exposure, cosmic rays, and dead time),
together with the graphical representations of the data and of
its power spectrum. The χ2-statistics and probabilities are con-
veyed by header keywords. Some example total-band time-series
from these products that highlight the range of source variability
present in the 2XMM catalogue are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Example auto-extracted 2XMM time-series. Sources are
serendipitous objects and the data are taken from the pn unless oth-
erwise stated. Panels: a) MOS1 data for Markarian 335 (Seyfert I –
target); b) MOS1 data showing the decay curve of GRB 050326 (tar-
get); c) X-ray flares from a previously unknown coronally active star;
d) time-series of the emission from a relatively faint cluster of galaxies,
showing no significant variability (target); e) time-series of the obscured
Galactic binary IGR 16318-4848 (target; Ibarra et al. 2007); f) previ-
ously unknown AM Her binary showing several phase-stable periodic
features (Vogel et al. 2007); g) highly variable AND periodic object,
likely to be a cataclysmic or X-ray binary (Farrell et al. 2008) – the
binning results in poor sampling of the intrinsic periodic behaviour;
h) source showing clear variability but not flagged as variable in the cat-
alogue (the probability of variability falls below the threshold of 10−5).
These last two cases highlight the sensitivity of the variability charac-
terisation on the time bin size.

5.3. Limitations of the automatic extraction

As with any automated extraction procedure, a few source
products suffer from problems such as low photon statistics,
low numbers of bins, background subtraction problems, and
contamination.

Spectra with few bins can arise for very soft sources where
the total-band counts meet the extraction criteria but the bulk
of the flux occurs below the 0.35 keV cut-off (Sect. 5.1). This
can also occur if the extraction is for an exposure with a shorter
exposure time than those used in the detection stage, especially
if the detection was already close to the extraction threshold.
Similarly, background over-estimation in the exposure (or un-
derestimation in the original detection exposure) can result in
fewer source counts compared to those determined during the
detection stage, yielding poorer statistics and low bin numbers
for the time-series and spectra. This can occur when spatial
gradients across the background region are imperfectly charac-
terised, e.g., where the source lies near strong instrumental fea-
tures such as OOT events, where there are marked steps in the
count-rate levels between adjacent noisy and non-noisy CCDs,
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usually successfully removes its effects. However, in testing for
potential variability, to minimise the risk of false variability trig-
gers, only data bins that lay wholly inside both instrument GTIs
and GTIs reflecting periods of non-flaring background were
used.
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where bi are the measured background counts. The first term of
Eq. (3) represents a constant, unweighted time-average of the
background-subtracted source counts, derived from the whole
light curve, while the second term reflects the background ex-
pected in the source aperture for time-bin, i.

The σ values in the χ2 sum present a problem. In the Pearson
formula appropriate to Poissonian data, σ2

i is set to Yi. If we
simply substitute Y′i for Yi here, the resulting χ2 values are found
via Monte Carlo trials to be somewhat too large. This is because
the use of the random background variate bi in Eq. (4) introduces
extra variance into the numerators of the sum. A formula for σ
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For each exposure used, the pipeline generated a background-
subtracted source time-series and the corresponding background
time-series (corrected for exposure, cosmic rays, and dead time),
together with the graphical representations of the data and of
its power spectrum. The χ2-statistics and probabilities are con-
veyed by header keywords. Some example total-band time-series
from these products that highlight the range of source variability
present in the 2XMM catalogue are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Example auto-extracted 2XMM time-series. Sources are
serendipitous objects and the data are taken from the pn unless oth-
erwise stated. Panels: a) MOS1 data for Markarian 335 (Seyfert I –
target); b) MOS1 data showing the decay curve of GRB 050326 (tar-
get); c) X-ray flares from a previously unknown coronally active star;
d) time-series of the emission from a relatively faint cluster of galaxies,
showing no significant variability (target); e) time-series of the obscured
Galactic binary IGR 16318-4848 (target; Ibarra et al. 2007); f) previ-
ously unknown AM Her binary showing several phase-stable periodic
features (Vogel et al. 2007); g) highly variable AND periodic object,
likely to be a cataclysmic or X-ray binary (Farrell et al. 2008) – the
binning results in poor sampling of the intrinsic periodic behaviour;
h) source showing clear variability but not flagged as variable in the cat-
alogue (the probability of variability falls below the threshold of 10−5).
These last two cases highlight the sensitivity of the variability charac-
terisation on the time bin size.

5.3. Limitations of the automatic extraction

As with any automated extraction procedure, a few source
products suffer from problems such as low photon statistics,
low numbers of bins, background subtraction problems, and
contamination.

Spectra with few bins can arise for very soft sources where
the total-band counts meet the extraction criteria but the bulk
of the flux occurs below the 0.35 keV cut-off (Sect. 5.1). This
can also occur if the extraction is for an exposure with a shorter
exposure time than those used in the detection stage, especially
if the detection was already close to the extraction threshold.
Similarly, background over-estimation in the exposure (or un-
derestimation in the original detection exposure) can result in
fewer source counts compared to those determined during the
detection stage, yielding poorer statistics and low bin numbers
for the time-series and spectra. This can occur when spatial
gradients across the background region are imperfectly charac-
terised, e.g., where the source lies near strong instrumental fea-
tures such as OOT events, where there are marked steps in the
count-rate levels between adjacent noisy and non-noisy CCDs,
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アーカイブサイト

Chandra X-ray Center
https://cda.harvard.edu/chaser/ XMM-Newton Science Archive

http://nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/#search 

アーカイブデータは非常によく管理されている



https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/W3Browse/w3browse.pl

NASA Goddardの
サイトがいちばん
いろいろな衛星を
網羅している

High Energy
Astrophysics Science 
Archive Research center

日本の衛星:  https://www.darts.isas.jaxa.jp/index.html.ja



- 座標や天体名を入れると観測の一覧が出てくる
- 解析に必要なデータセットがダウンロードできる
- 衛星データのアーカイブはよく整備されている



2. X線源カタログ
• Chandra, XMM-Newton: 1999年打ち上げ→20年分のデータ

• 視野内の天体をカタログ化

• XMM-Newton Serendipitous source catalogue (550124 unique sources)

• Chandra source catalog (317167 unique sources)

• XMM アーカイブのサイトから検索可能
• ある程度明るい天体はスペクトル、光度曲線のquick lookはできる(サイエ
ンス解析には不適)

• Chandra source catalogのサイト/検索用ツールで検索可能

• スペクトル、sensitivity mapなどのproductsあり

• csv/fits tableもあり



この観測の視野で
40天体が カタログ化されている



http://cda.cfa.harvard.edu/cscweb/index.do



独自の条件を課して特徴的な天体を選ぶ

多波長カタログと組み合わせる

速い強度変動　(YT+12)

→Low-mass AGN (~1x105Msolar; Ho, Kim, & YT 12)
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Fig. 1. Distribution of separation between X-ray and the nearest 3.6 µm
sources.

show that objects with a large X-ray/optical ratio tend to
have red infrared/optical colors (Mignoli et al. 2004; Brusa
et al. 2010). Thirdly, positional uncertainties of Spitzer
3.6 µm sources are much smaller than those for X-rays,
and identification processes between i band and 3.6 µm are
easier than directly matching X-ray and i-band sources.

We utilize a catalog of 3.6 µm sources to first identify
infrared counterparts to X-ray sources, and then match
infrared and i-band sources. The 3.6 µm band is used
because of its best point spread function and sensitivity
among the Spitzer IRAC (3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm) and MIPS
(24 µm) bands in the SWIRE survey. Figure 1 shows a his-
togram of the distances between X-ray sources and their
nearest 3.6 µm source. The distances are smaller than 4′′

for 95% of the X-ray sources. This distribution is almost
identical to that of X-ray positional errors, indicating the
positional uncertainties are dominated by X-ray positional
error. We regard the infrared sources nearest to X-ray
sources as infrared counterparts to X-ray sources if the sep-
aration is smaller than 4′′. There are 432 pairs of X-ray and
3.6 µm sources after this matching process. The expected
number of unrelated 3.6 µm sources located within 4′′ of
an X-ray source position is 0.12. The separations between
the 3.6 µm and X-ray positions of 49 of the final sample
consisting of 53 objects (subsection 3.3) are less than 2′′.
The expected number of chance coincidences of an infrared
source within 2′′ of an X-ray source position is 0.03.

3.3 Matching 3.6 µm and i-band sources

The i-band sources nearest to the 3.6 µm sources selected
in subsection 3.2 are regarded as the counterparts of the
pairs of X-ray and 3.6 µm sources. If the i-band magnitude
of a selected source is brighter than 23.5, they are excluded

Fig. 2. Examples of i-band (left) and 3.6 µm (right) images. Image size
is 8′′ × 8′′. North is up and east is to the left. The position of the X-ray
source is at the center of each panel. The circle of 4′′ radius from the
X-ray position is shown. (a) J021614.5−050351. (b) J022421.1−040355.
(c) J021825.6−045945. (d) J022504.5−043706.

from our sample. Seventy-seven objects are selected after
this screening. We examined their X-ray images and found
that 24 of the 77 objects are not clearly visible in X-ray
images, or their X-ray counts are smaller than 70 after data
screening. After excluding these sources, 53 X-ray sources
with 3.6 µm and i-band counterparts are selected as the
final sample.

Examples of i-band and 3.6 µm images are shown in
figure 2. There is only one i-band and 3.6 µm source near
the X-ray position of 3XMM J021614.5−050351. In the i-
band image around 3XMM J022421.1−040355, there are
three i-band sources at a similar distance from the X-ray

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/pasj/article-abstract/70/SP1/S36/4609696
by Ehime University Library, Yuichi Terashima
on 02 May 2018

HSC i band Spitzer 3.6 micron
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可視で極端に暗い天体 (YT+18)

対応天体を決めるには注意が必要
Chandra (位置決定精度0.5”)なら問題なし

カタログの使用例



3. ソフト、較正データ、マニュアルの管理

• ソフト、較正データは非常によく管理されている。

• 過去の衛星のデータも解析できるようになっている(特にNASA/Goddardの
ソフトウェア群)。

• 古い計算機はサポートされなくなる(昔はDEC stationが標準だった)

• 新しい計算機で使えるように保守され続けている

• XMM-Newton, Chandraには、専用のソフトが開発された。データ処理には
それらが必要。

• X線スペクトル、検出器/望遠鏡の応答関数のフォーマットは　共通で確立
している。

• スペクトルを解析するなら”xspec”を使えばよい。（それなのにChandraは　
独自のツールを用意している。で、ほとんど使われていない。)



マニュアル類

• マニュアル類も非常によく整備されている。

• 特に”thread”(目的別のマニュアル)が便利

• 多元管理が問題

• Chandra: Chandra Science Centerが管理 ◎

• XMM: Science operation center (SOC, 正)とGoddard(独自の追加
情報) → 基本SOCだけ見ればよい○

•  すざく: 宇宙研、理研、Goddardに分散。どこか1箇所にしか
ない情報もあった。



最後に
• X線のデータアーカイブは充実している。

• イベントリスト、X線源カタログをもとに、いろいろなアイデアを
試せる。

• ソフト、マニュアル類もよく整備管理されている。

• アーカイブデータが長く使われるためには、データ/ソフト/         

マニュアルが 散逸しないよう管理され続けることが重要。特に、
ミッションが終了して予算がなくなった後のことを考えておく    

こと。

NASA/Goddard, 宇宙研DARTSはうまくいっている


